Fact Sheet

Shoptheft Prevention
Are You Responsible?

“The reality is, the thieves basically are making as much
money out of the business as we are. It’s not a problem
that will go away, and it’s not a problem that is up to
somebody else to do something about. It’s really up to
us — everybody in the retail sector.”
Robert Thomas, Sears Canada Inc.

Canadian retailers lose over $3 billion
dollars in annual retail sales or $8
million per day in lost inventory due
to theft according to the most recent
Canadian Retail Security Report from
Retail Council of Canada. Shoptheft
accounts for 35% of this.
Obviously, the cost of these losses
affects:
• retailers, whose profits are
reduced by 28.5%, or who must
raise prices in a competitive
market;
• sales associates, whose pay and
hours can be affected; and,
• consumers, who in the end, pay
for the losses in higher prices.
In addition, significant resources,
equipment and effort are required
for apprehension and prosecution
of shopthieves by retail, police,
courts, correctional and community
services. Unfortunately, too few
people appreciate that we all pay
for these losses. Preventing even a
portion of external thefts can translate
into considerable savings. The most
effective way to prevent theft is to
remove the opportunity for the crime
to take place.

ARREST THE OFFENCE NOT
THE OFFENDER

Trying to observe someone stealing
can be difficult as only one in thirty
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occurrences is believed to be observed.
Your focus should therefore be on
the offence and not the offender as
removing or reducing the opportunity
is a positive function that is always
profitable, while making an arrest
seldom is.
CRIME PREVENTION
DOESN’T COST, IT PAYS!

CONDUCT A RISK
ASSESSMENT

Conduct a risk assessment of your store
and implement prevention techniques
that assist employees to do their job.
Ask your employees what they would
do to deter theft. If they don’t buy into
your plans, you’re wasting your time
and money. Most employees want to
do a good job. By not doing anything
about a problem, you will contribute
to employees justifying their own
inappropriate behaviours.

CRIME PREVENTION IS GOOD
RETAILING

Shortages of product through theft will
send legitimate consumers elsewhere.
That’s not good business! The best
defence to shoptheft is providing
the best customer service possible.
“Killing” potential thieves with
kindness is an easy and economical
tactic that can change their mindset.
On the other hand, inactivity can
encourage theft.

Properly trained and attentive sales
associates are your best assets. Greet
everyone entering your store or sales
area and try to make eye contact
at least three times. Suggest you’ll
be close by, if needed. Customers
will be appreciative; the thief will
be apprehensive. During staff
meetings, role-play confrontations to
demonstrate expectations and conflict
resolution. The risk of injury during
apprehension and civil liability should
be considered.

BE A GREAT NEIGHBOUR

Form co-operative mutually beneficial
partnerships with other retailers,
property management, the police
and community agencies. You are
part of a larger community. We can
help each other by working together.
Communicate your problems, share
your concerns, formulate plans, share
training opportunities and come to
each other’s assistance when required.
Mutual aid is another useful tool to
have in your arsenal against criminal
activity.

PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR
STORE’S DESIGN

Your store layout can be a critical
factor in reducing opportunity crime.
A properly layed out store will not only
For more information on
this subject, please contact:

Peel Regional Police
Crime Prevention Services
7750 Hurontario Street
Brampton, Ontario
L6V 3W6
Tel. 905-453-2121 ext. 4021
Fax 905-456-6106
You may also want to examine our
Internet site at:
www.peelpolice.ca

Shoptheft Prevention
result in increased sales but reduce
crime and loss. Always be sure to:
• Arrange your cash and aisles to
facilitate your sales associates
with clear lines of sight. Help
them to help you. Consider the
use of mirrors where sightlines
are limited. Cameras can have
a deterrent effect when used
correctly.
• Lock up small, high value items
or otherwise limit access.
• Keep the store neat and tidy.
A well-lit store with clean
uncluttered aisles and wellorganized stock, gives the
distinct impression that you
care.
• Locate fitting rooms in close
proximity to staff. Closely
monitor these areas and consider
controlling access.
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DEALING WITH THIEVES

Thieves are like good customers; if
they get what they want, they’ll be
back. Wouldn’t you frequent a store
that gives you a 100% discount? While
we may fantasize about free shopping
trips, thieves don’t have to. The
majority of thieves are amateurs, albeit
well-practiced ones. If an opportunity
presents itself, someone may take
advantage. Although professional
shopthieves present difficult problems,
many techniques for deterring an
amateur will also discourage them.

NO ONE IS PAID TO GET HURT

Good business practices would suggest
that only well-trained in-house or
contract retail investigators should be
involved in arrest situations.

NOTES

SOME TIPS FOR DETECTING
THIEVES
• Professional resources protection personnel look for
shoppers glancing around.
Customers look at your product.
Someone thinking about
stealing is watching people!
• Pay particular attention to
people with large coats,
shopping bags, oversized
purses and do not forget baby
carriages and strollers.
• Evidence of stealing is often
found in empty packaging
and hangers, pieces of sets
missing, switched or missing
price tags and an increase in
the ratio of refunds to sales.
Tracking this information will
help demonstrate weaknesses
in your strategies.

ADDITIONAL TIPS
• Advertise your commitment to
prosecute thieves. Word will
soon get around if a pattern
develops of either not making
apprehensions or if thieves are
caught and not charged.
• Be aware of distraction thefts.

This fact sheet can’t possibly solve
all your problems. You are on the
front lines in the struggle against
shoptheft. There are associations
comprised of people with the
same interests. Who better to seek
advice from than other resources
protection personnel. You are
competitors at the cash register,
but in the fight against crime,
only through a united front, can
you hope to survive against the
criminals.

